Soccer Play Retarded by Change in Weather

Brand Wind Makes Possing as Freshman Boats Complete Combination, 20

VARSITY WILL MEET HEFVERDSD

Typical fall weather accompanied the 20 deficit administered in the Freshman bowlers' 1930-1931 combination on river front yesterday afternoon. The bowlers were all to the individual field made possible, paddles and oars. The weather is not favorable for competitive rowing.

The winning team board displayed a well organized offense which kept the ball in the center of the field. The left side of the line made a good pass and the right halfback played an on offense. The Freshman one-yard line was out of bounds.

Shortly following the initial kickoff, the Blue team had its first appearance at center. He left end and his only other score of the uranium from scrimmage before the Freshman goal.
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MacDonald & Campbell

Our Popular Tuxedo Suits

55.00

So much quality has never been offered in a Tuxedo at $55. Made of fine exclusive materials, silk lined and satin finished, they satisfy every requirement of the most critical man, in style, tailoring, fit and service.

Complete lines of the comet

Evening Dress Suits, $57 to $90

1334-1336 Chestnut Street
GOOD QUARTERBACK CAN
OUTWIT RIVAL ELEVEN

Herbert Kempton, of Yale, Explains How
Quarterback Can Pick Plays by
Watching Tailors

GOOD PLAYS OFTEN FAIL TO GAIN
A few years ago before the bubble sys-
tem came in, the manner to cry in the
quarterback was "watch your defense, Pick
plays from the position of your op-
ponent's defense." That was easy to say
but hard in practice with any great degree of
success against a clever team equal to
top ones.

For example, the tackle might be one
outside which would call for an outside play
but after the signals were given, he would
move in. The backs, too, might play
close to the line as the quarterback started his
going signal only to move back as he finished
the first series. The quarter back, seeing
the backs up close, might call for a for-
toward pass which he had every reason to
believe was a good play and which would
have worked had the backs not moved back.

The theory of watching the defense
was all right but the defense had a lead
in say anywhere where they were to be when
the play actually started. The defense had as
good a chance of outguessing the quarterback
as he had of outguessing them.

The cry always was and still is that the quarterback did not use his head.
People never stopped to think that the
defense, all eyes for the play, might have
taken a hand on the turning of the line, the
fluence of the eyes of the back will bias the
pointing of the backs toward the ball—one eye of
which gives the play away. They merely said, "Oh,
this dumb quarterback did not use
his head."

That the quarterback does not use his
head in picking plays is quite true
in many cases, but his help did not then and
does not now come from the other team's
defense as he sees it before giving the
signal.

The bubble system does away with the
idea of "watch the defense." The quarter-
back simply can't do it and get his play
away fast. He has no chance at all even
for see the defense as the play generally
starts shortly after the ball is given
from the hand of the holder. The play
has already been decided. How then does
the quarterback pick his plays? Does he
merely say, "This is a play that might work. I'll try it." That is about what he has
to do after the start. He has no doubt
over certain plays in certain parts of the
field depending on his training. He has no
way of knowing what plays will be good
against the defense of an opponent at the
start of the game. He must chance the
deed few plays, using strong plays and
spotting at once what man or men of his
opponents stop them. By constantly look-
ing at the tackles, he may see
the game goes on really pick his plays and
inspect his opponents.

But because of it finds that the tackle
is stopping a quick drive play, he can be
reasonably sure that he is coming in too
fast to stop a quick drive outside tackle
or a fast luffing end run. Should a
secondary back step in fast end run
behind the line of scrimmage then he can
reasonably sure that a pass which starts
an end run has been given. This method is
not a sure one by any means, but by my
mind is it far better than looking over
the defense and is about as good as you
can get from the bubble.

When the whole idea can be trained
to spot the man or men who spot the
tackle, they will begin to really help
the quarterback not by picking his plays
but by making the plays he has picked
more certain of success. The best quarterback
in the country looks poor behind a line
and with backs that do not function for
him. He may select a perfectly good play
at the proper time to use it but he
will not go if the team does not function
properly.

The present bubble system of signals
will not do for the whole team to
spec the tackle and from their knowledge
of the play use help to make that play
as well as all other plays that the
quarterback may call.

NOTICES

Freshman Basketball.—The following
candidates have been chosen from the Freshman
Basketball squad: S. Reed, W. Roberts,
S. French, P. Main, H. Henry, R. Hoff, J.
Penagarinc.

Lacrosse.—Lacrosse practice will be con-
cluded through the week of November 15. All candidates report promptly at
10 A.M. to Callahan, Wood, Glavin, West,
MacDonald, Pratt, Brokaw, Duffett,
Gray, Lesner, Housh, and Cutler.

J. V. Soccer.—The following men will
report at River Field tomorrow morning,
at 10 o'clock: Matthew, J. Reid, Bendslik,
Biley, E. Britannia, Linglebach, Goodell,
Goodman, Steenwijk, Houston, Humiston,
Michael, Frick.

Seniors—All participants in today's races,
the Freshman Cup Race and the Freshman Farce-Hugata, may not in the race by taking the cue less
from 8th and Woodland Avenue at 9:30
10 o'clock.

Lacrosse-Trains will be continued through the week of November 15. All candidates report promptly at 5 o'clock.

J. V. Soccer.—The following men will
report at River Field on Saturday, at 10 o'clock:
Matthew, J. Reid, Hichcock.

Junior—Annesley—Barnett, Smith, Chas-
Harden and McVicar please meet Captains at the Phi Delta house, 322
Spruce Street, at 1:30 P.M.

WINNERS BIGGEST LITTLE DRUG STORE

M. GELLER
Custom Made Clothing
$18.50 up
Suits & Overcoats
S and 7 N. 40th Street, Philadelphia

Classified Advertising

U
Are Always Sure of Loyalty at the
LOW CLEANSERS AND DYERS
242 to 27th St.
CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
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GOOD CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING
acclaimed the "World's Best".
3219 Woodland Ave,
Branch atore-1722

LOYAL CLEANERS AND DYERS
A-e Always "Bur. of Loyalty

SEE DAVE BROOKS

LOYAL CLEANERS AND DYERS
A-e Always "Bur. of Loyalty

PRESERVATION

YEWMANN BANJOS
YEWMANN BANJOS are everywhere today.
Yeoman Banjos—$3 to $50
Vestey Banjos—$5 to $50
It is a pleasure to please you our
complete line.

YeWmANN 1108 Chestnut St.

"everything musical" since 1844

W HEN YOU CAN'T SEE DAD
SEE DAVE BROOKS

Money Loan Office
3119 Woodland Ave.
Broth Store—7122 Market Street
Open till 10 P. M.

WEYMAN BANJOS

WEYMAN BANJOS are everywhere today.
Weyman Banjo—$3 to $50
Vestey Banjo—$5 to $50
It is a pleasure to please you our
complete line.

YeWmANN 1108 Chestnut St.

W E Y M A N N  B A N J O S

YeWmANN BANJOS are everywhere today.
Weyman Banjo—$3 to $50
Vestey Banjo—$5 to $50
It is a pleasure to please you our
complete line.

YeWmANN 1108 Chestnut St.

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3441 Walnut Street
Lunchmen 1:30 to 2
Breakfast 7:30 to 9
Dinner 5 to 7
Closed Sunday

BEASTONS
10 years on the Campus
FAMOUS FOR THEIR COFFEE WITH PURE RUBBER AND SANDWICHES TOASTED

"THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND"

W HEN the lamp's turned on; the
sleeves rolled up; the text-
books opened and the pencils sharpened . . . telephone Home!

A chat with Mother and Dad is
the best sort of "training" for a
battle with the textbooks!

Number . . . please!
SOCCER PLAY RETAIRED BY CHANGE IN WEATHER

(Continued From Page One)

scheduled for today's meeting when the first eleven won't oppose the Jay-Vees.

The remainder of the Pennsylvania University schedule includes three matches. The first will be with Harvard this Saturday at Princeton; the second with the Princeton team on River Field, November 20; and the final with the Harvard Alumni team on River Field, December 4.

The University association now begins this Saturday. The Jay-Vee meet Pennsylvanians in a Cricket Club League contest, and the Red team plays the Cornhusker Floyd. The Games oppose Penn. C. & w. while the Pennsylvanians stack up against Franklin and Marshall Academy.

The Pennsylvania soccer eleven leads their respective divisions in the Cricket Club League competition. The standings of the various teams, exclusive of last Saturday's scores, place the third team at the top of the first group, section B. The fourth and fifth teams rank first and second respectively, in the second group of teams. The Jay-Vees are at the tail end of section A, having failed to break into the winning column thus far.

STUDENTS GIVEN CONVENIENT USE OF LATEST MAGAZINES

These persons feeling to quickly what the latest magazines may now do as at their convenience in the periodical room in the University Library. Beginning this week, library officials have instituted a method by which the thirty or more publications which arrive during the preceding twenty-four hours are daily placed on the northern section of the periodical desk for use inside the room. This method of immediate reference is being tried this week as an experiment, for its system is a success, it will be permanently adopted. The University Library receives almost every kind of magazine. Besides the general publications, there are those devoted to litigation, education, foreign languages, and humor.

THREE PENNSYLVANIA BOCCE ELEVEN

Soccert played in the outdoor court at the Pennsylvania University, and exhibited three-hour play which was claimed to be the finest ever given. The players were from the various sections of the state, and included three of the finest players in the country. The games were highly competitive, and the players were highly skilled. The stands were packed, and the enthusiastic fans added to the excitement of the occasion. The final score was 4-2 in favor of the Pennsylvanians.